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The use of social science methods to evaluate public relations

activities may bebypothesized to follow patterns-of diffusion similar

to other innovations. Individual practitioners will be motivated by

internal and. social forces:to acquire knowledge of evaluation methods,

be persuaded' oftheir.relative advantages, adopt the innovations on a

trialk basis, and decide to continue or- discontinue their use.

Professional and research literature related to public relations

has long advocated the adoption of social science research methods to

evaluate public relations activities. Perhaps the strongeit call for
L

adoptiOn of innovative methods was stated by Robinson, who'defined the
1, 4.

"public relations' practitioner of the fut re" as an "applied social

'4)
and behavioral'scientist."2 The role-of'public relations practitioner

would become one of applying principles of social science to accomplish-
-^

ment of organizational objectives.

Lewis argues from a different perspective; stating that public

relations has "always been an applied social sctence."3 What the prof
I

fession requires Is departure from its unsystematic approach and toward

integrated relations with the social scientific. community. According-

to Lewis, public reitt;ons is not.a craft, but an applied science.

Such pronouncements are not necessarily greeted ithenthusiasm

by practitioners steeped in liberal arts traditions d values. SUch/

changes, according to Pennington; "sounded somewhat. d ig<i 41, and dutl

many of us ln'public relations." The diffusion process Involv s reluc-

tent innovators "being dragged, kicking and Screaming, into the main-

stream" of evaluation and organizational accountability.

, K.
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In dicusstng evaluation in public relations, Cutlip,and Center

make note of the common retorts of 41teat-of-the-pants" practitioners

who assert that "public relations is gn art" or "we are dealing in

intangibles".or 'our,.problems are Indistinct. "5 Wright notes, in

discussing practitione responses to the need for measurement, that

many thought should not belneasdred because they wore artists

rather tfy4K managers."
6

ifiraluation,of public relations actkyittes is especially sensitYve,
//

./ ,because measurement of "intangibles" may support conclusions of irre-/

,z

levanee of the public relations function. Robert Marker, a practitioner

for the Armstrong Cork Cd., noted a day of reckoning with management when

Marker was asked to justify the coming fiscal PR budget. Marker provided'

serveral hundred feet of \news clippings as evidence of producttyitY,

boasting that he'could paper one and one-half walls of the marketing

executive's office with clippings left over. The marketing executive

leaned forward, and asked: "But what's all this worth to us?" Marker's

answer to that question,was an innovative reorganization of evaluation

activitiet at Armstrong.7
r

In theoretical terms, resistance to the adoption of an innovation

can be thought of as a behavioral threshold, as an individual- charac-

teristic that resists adoption and tends to maintain thl; status. quo.
6

Social scientific evaluation of public relationepactivities lacks

compatibility with xisting organizatiOnal behavior for many, practitioners.

The complexity of-the innovation reduces opportunity for trial adoption-of
4.

.

povative practices. .The relative advantage of adoption may also be

questioned by mgny practitioners,. ,These are characteristic factors slowing

the proceis of diffusiOn.9



Public RelatIlns By Objectives

Much of Ohe impetus for change in public.relattons comes from
4

outside the public relations unit, from the organization and from

the environment. Specifically,' organizations find themselves under

Increasing scrutiny acid demands from priority publics. Avenviron-,

. .

mental uncertainty increases, demands to evalUate the public relationi

function are hypothesized to increase.
lO

within the' organ izat ion,

management by, objective (MBO) has been widely adopted as an organize-.

tional.phialoso
1

As a consequence, managements are tending to

view public- rely tons as la proactive rather than'as'a reactive function.
12

Accountability is pushed downward
through the'organizational structure,

'affecting staff activities previously untouched by such responsibility.
13

Public relations has come to be regarded by many organizations as'inhe-

rently effettsoriented./4 In large corporations, systems of full charge-

gatt.In which profit ceniers are'bilied the fu t for public relations

services received from the,iernal PR unit, have. implemented to'tie

the public relations function inexorably to the "bott line."15

Such change bodes (1-1.for practitioners wir narrowly define them-

selves as,artisans of the inverted pyramid. As environmental uncertainty
(

forces senior management to,parilcipate in the public relationi function,

practitioners are ifitreasingly expected to think "time and money, set

goals and establish priorities." The "Journalist-in-residence" is now

being required to plan approaches and execute according to plan, rather

than reacting to the "latest squeaking wheel.").6

The public relations function, in short, increasingly is being viewed

as a management function in many organizations. The communication and .

'other activities of the public relations unit are planned, goal-oritented



actions, and are ekpected to achieve objective; of direct'levance,

to thre.organizationls survival and growth. ..Practitioners are expected.

4 .to. make decisi }they areiheld accountable for%outcomeslyr their
4 t.'4

activities

SUch change Is correctly perceived as threatening. to sane prac-

titionerehlred on the basis of "journalistic
skills, experience and

'contacts."17 As Nepal! notes, "great wrftersdi; not necessarily.

become successful managers."18

Evaluation and ,Public Relations

Methods of evaluation
are indicative ofla larger ProbleowsOlving

approach; Rob! on argues that public relations.as a professionis

eiblving along paths previouslitravelled by medisclhe and engineering.

Specificallyupublic.relations practitioners. have traditionally siilved

problems, by depending on,their "own,judgment, realizing full vigil that .'.

reliable knowledge IS extremely limited.0.9
Professional judgment, per-

haps confireed throdgh consultation with another practltioper, becomes
',the priMai'y problem-solving mechanism.

Robinson descrilies this indivi!.

dual approach to problem-sOlying as the "seat-of-the-penis" school.

Problerp.so4ing is subjective, intuitive, personal and largetly unencum-'k.

bored or assisted by the social sciences.
20

\

As has occurred in medicine and engineering, public relations at the;
...social. level of analysis P moving on a continuum toward what Robinson
calls the "scientificailrderived knowledge stage.". Beiause public

relations goals generally involve change or maintenance of knowledge

levels, attitudes and/or behavior of publics,'the function is facilitated

by advances in the social sciences of:comunication, psychology, sociology,

economics and others. As pure research brings sophlsti4ktion,to our

4

.Y.
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f .understanding of human attltudes-and behavior, publicelations, as

an applied professional of social science, becomes increasingly

objective, rigexous, empirical and theory based in sojvAng problems; 21

Evaluation and measurement in public relations have provided fer-

tile soll'feJ'theory construction. Contingency models, cooriedtjation

models and open- vs. closed-syttam theory have been invoked to,explal

the research and evaluation functions in public relations.
22

Here, a narr focus is at play. The evaluation function is
Alb

conceptualized as Involving two methodologies] approaches and three
-.-

contentareaset4, After Robins . ,
23

the two methods of 'evaluation are

dichotomized--as 41(her scien !tic or individualistic. Dichotomizing,

,

evaluation methods
.

in this way simplifies Robinson's model of a,con-.- .

tillutjt of approaches to problm-solving, and at the semis time distorts
. l )

its intent; Howeyer,inessurement issues outweigh these concerns;.,
/

dichotomizing the contin provides base for rough exploratory testing.

This st y operationalizestwo meardsAii evaluation. 5-After

hrRobinson, t scientific method involves systematic and/4uantltative data
,."

collection, and analysis. informatiavis'asAared resource; procedures

are subject to replication. Such met s,are inherently Oirjhctive. The

individualistic or seatrof-pants method involves highly indlviduajized

approaches to evaluation. Such methods are not systematic: .hunches,
,

guesses and "gut" reactions alcfall udder, this category. information

Is shared only to the degree that other practitioners, looking at the

p blem, may apply, similar hunches, guesses and hgui%reactions.

Subjective aluation is favored; holistic conclusions are accepted

without evidence.

Three.contant areas are operationalfzed. Preparation evaluation

involves the adequacy of background information during the planning

I
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.

process, the organization of messages and their presentation, Content,'

style, Pbri4at and 6ickaging of public relations communt tions are

includ preparation eveluation.' I .

Dissemination evaluation involves the placement of messages, counts
*of people receiving the messages and attendance to the inforrtion pro-

r----- vided. Distribution, media placement, coverage, reach, opportunity for

exposure, readership, viewership, listenership and attendance are all

. part of dissemination evaluation.
.. 'I

Impact evaluation Wolves'issessment of knowledgejoevel, attitude
r

andbehavioral change (or maintenance) among publics. The number of

4ceople who learn the content of a message, the number who change atti-

(''tu4ms,-the number who act in a desired way alma be subjects of

impact evaluation. Thus,linformation gain, increased awareness,

increased understanding, situation and cross- situational evaluation,

behavioral change, adoption, cultimalsintegration and,sociaPsupport are

all indicators of impact.
a. .0-

0

Given en two methodological approaches to puJPblic relations evaluation

..od
three areas bf evaluation content, a matrix clan be constructed to

.
.

)

inc porate.six discrete cells of evaluation activities. Sul a jic

relation/Avaluation'inatrix is provided in FigUre 1.: Within each c 1

,

of the matrix is a conceptual description.of the type of actkety whitrC'

would typify such evaluation.

rpublic
From the conceptual descriptions in the uc elations evaluLtion (7

(

matrix, behavioral measures can be oper4ionalized. That is, specific

practitioner activities were identified through a review of the Literature

and discussions with practitioners which fit the characteristics of each

6 it
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.
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..la objective,
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cell. These operational measures of evaluati e activities were pretested

with a convenience sample of practitioners, r vised,. and incorporated into

a survey instrument. The actual items are dilsplayed in Figure 2, organized

by method and by content area. Two items were operatlonalized for each

cell of th4 matrix.

Reliability coefficients (alpha) were computed for the combined

scientific evaluation methods scale and the leat-of-pants evaluation methods

scale.
24

Alpha reliability coefficients were .79 and .75 respectively.

.When these scales were broken down by content areas to yield'aix scales

'made up oftwOltems each, the following alpha values were calculated:

scientific preparation scale, .64; seatrof-pants preparation scare, .41;

scientific dissemination'scale, .77; seat-of-pants dissemination scale,

.68; scientific.im t *tale, .54; seat-of-pants impact scale, .57.'

The Research Owls

What are the relations between the 't`' of organizational rples that

public relations practitioners play and the types of evaluation methods

they use?

The 12 items displayed in Figure-2 provide behavioral indicators of

methodologies and content areas of public relations evaluation actiu4ties.1

Since use of social science research techniques are regarded as innovations
ir-\\

in public relations, one wouldanticipate an adopter typology along classic

diffusion lines,kconsisting of innovators, early adopters, ealy majority,

late majority and laggards. 25 Based on the over'1,500 diffusion of inno-

vation studies synthesized by Rogers with Shoemaker, characteristics ofi
0

innovators distilled from prior research can Oe used to develop hypotheses:

about adoption of evaluation techniques.
26 .

Innovativeness with regard to evaluat4 is but one characteristic

among many characteristics that distinguish one public relatilms

1
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Figure 2.

Behavioral Indicators of Programmatic Evaluation

Methods Used

0,

Preparation Evaluation

Seat-of-Pants Methods Scientific Methods

I Prepare Scomunimitials brdreming on my own I prepare ammunicatione Wttasting prliminmr,professional experience and on files I have
sewage strategies and forma* on emus groupsaccumulated on the ob ject.
drawn from publics bmalvad.

I dhodk ammunicatian strategies during pre-
Psraticn by reviewing them with practitioner
collmigusatho apply their own professional
.standardm.

prorate ocuranicatiane by first reeissIng
relevant publiahmd survey* (Gallup, Serria.
field, etc.) an attitisba et publics)
involved.

Dissemination Evaluation

Seat-of-Pants Methods Sqlentific'Methodi

I monitor diameminstisoOtammeages OuserAl etc.) thrmudh or close personal
awn; mos media professionals.

I monitor the diasendnation d masesgss (news
releases. etc:) through pariodic4formel
ametings with sealer media professionals.

Seat -of .P

I check
men tb
Wale

I monitor dissemination at messages Dame
stories, editorials, letters to editors)
Orough formal, aspire contact amelyalsk

! of,Atems in the clip Me.

I monitor the dieseminitbsoof messages Pogue
releaser. etc.) through a csaiiirebensive clip
file and a log of'inehes glom& readh, and
other vital statistics.

Impact. Evaluation

Scientific Methods

impact by keeping sw, eyes and ears
reecticno of my personal end

I Chad' PR impact through ongoing counts tabu-
lated of pdhlic dcmplaints by phone or letter. .

PR attending =stings and
. I check PR *pact throm:b intetviser with&

representative of aigni-
sdientifically selected erode- section of sig-
nificant publics.
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,practitforier from another-in terms of the Organizational roles' they play.
.

Itafing tdentiffied rolecharactert*tficsr. the postplates of,diffusion research

can be-used to,develop theory-based hypotheses about relationships between
\

evaluation methods and organIzational roles.
'.

"A final point Evaiditidn in ally form, scientific on
. ,

seat -of' pants, :properly li widely'regardedifas
innOvative.,:A:practitioner

Is firist innovative

morelcomplek
.r

.

. ,
.:

by adopting any' ethociOiogical approach to dvaluailOA:-...
, -

.,_.
.

and demanding tectiniqPesof'ddientific evaluation are-4.
. .,

. .,: . ..
adoked, they'serve to supplement ;ather than riilitee4lat.=of4pants

evaluation. Such,'in any case,-Is the underlying assumption of the fo
- uirg,

hypotneses.

a,.

Organizational Rolgs.

MeatureMent of.organizational roles is facilitated by 'studidsiby Broom?7
. '-and Brooniana Smith28

. Based on experimental tests of organizational role

models del=ived from the'llterature and consulting activities, Broom developed

and pre-tested 24 behavioral indicators of *practitioner organIzational roles.

Broom developed Our conceptual, addilVescales from the 24 indicators,

six measur9eto each scale. Data were collected from 458 respondents, syste-4

matically sampled from the national membership mailing list of 'the Public

Relations Society of America.29

Unlike the Broom study, the current study uses empirically-derived scales

of organizational roles, rather than a conceptual model. The Boom data set

was subjected to factor analysis to derive empirical models of organizational

roles. Using factor score coefficients ddrived from analysis of the Broom

data set, weighted factor scales were developed, These organizational role

44
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scales are additive, as are the Broom scales, but variables used as

measures of underlying organilational role were selected through

observation of reported behavior rather than theory, Further, each
-

variable is weighted in terms of its relation to tha underlying role;

variables that are "better" measures of the underlying role are

weighted to contribUte more to the practitioner's organizational role

score.

From the Broom dat' set, 355 practitioners' were included in the4
factor analysis. 30 Four factors with eigenValues greatTr than one

,-.

/ '1/4were extracted and rotated to final configuration. They are interpreted.

below. I

Factor 1: The CommunicatiOn'MaaprAole

As indicated in Table 1 seven behavioral items with high factor

loadings serve as measures of the underlying organizational role

Analysis of these items indicates a senior, high-level organizational

role. Practitioners with high scores on this role scale typify what

Cose31 and Marshall describe as the modern public relations practi-

tiorier. The communication manager role is one of solving problems,

of proactive and systematic planning. What distinguishes this as a
411k

Managethent role.is the,emphasis on deciiion-making and accountability.

In this role, the practitioner -makes artions, rathe than simply
.s.

implement decisions of others. In the final analysis, the practitioner

in this role is held accountablepfor the success or failure of public

relation647fOrts.

Prior diffusion-research would identify this role as favoring the

innovation 'of evaluation. In theOrple of problewisolver, decision -maker



-Table 1,

3.4

Factor Loadings of Behavioral Indicators formunication

Manager nd Communtcatlon Tebhnictan Roles

Factor .

Loadings .

.85

AO

.79

It
/

.79 j

.77

/76

.73

Factor
. loadings

.80

.78

.58

.55-

.53

.

TOR.1: Communication Manager Role

. 0.

Item Description

Oecauie of my experience and traini others.tOnsider
-the organization's expert in solving PR paoblems.

I takeresponsibility for the success or failure of
organization's PR programs.

.

In
t

Meetings with management; I point oui the need to follow
a 'systematic PR planning process

my

me /

I, observe that others in the orga4zation hold me accountable
for, theouccess or failure of PR programs.

f I operate as a catalyst in managemetat's-decisiOn-making.

_

I make communication policy decisions.

I keep management informed of public reactions to organizational
policies, procedures and/or actions.

FACTOR 2: Communication technician Role

Item Description

I produce brochures;-pamphletsuind other publicati

I handle the technical aspects of producing PR mat

I do phOtography,and graphics for PR materials.

am-the.person who writes PR materials presenting
on issues important to the organization.

I edit and/or rewrite for grammar and spelling the
written by others in the organization.

12

/5

ons.

erials.

Information

J.

materials
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and plerine6 the'pract tioner: is predIctedte\perce

relatively advantageou land compatible with cher c ractertatics of

the role; As the organ zationiapublic relatiOns,eX rt, pcpctitioners

in this.rele are expect to be:knowledgeabloof Inn atIons in public

relations and expected
demonstrate leadership in n approaches to

,old problems. All the factors would meke'practitio ers in this role

e evaluation as

prone to adopt innovatt

Factor 2: The CommurNation Tethnician Role.

Tabled displays fl) behavioral items that are hghlyloaded on
the communIcation technician role factor. .These itemsdescribe-an'..

organizational role satur ted with'the artisan activities of tradl-.

,tional public. relations, identified by Pennington,33 Wright34. and
.

Coyle a_ nd Stephens.

Practitioners gthe communicationtechnician role ire'

amersed in the mechanics of producing. brochures, pamphlets, news

releases, publications of all kinds, photographs and graphics. They

are performing a relatively technical task, implementing communication

decisions and plans 'made by others.
(Communication'technician practi-

tioners are unlikely to participate In decision- making or problem-

solving activities)..

As artisans of the written word and graphics, prior diffusion

research would suggest that practitioners with high communication

technician role scores are likely to be late adopters of evaluation

in vationsi Emersion in the craft of message generation is likely to
mak evaluation seem threatening, especially If such evaluation of the
pub relations function is new,and unexplored. Th4 innovation is

, /*a

13
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,

1ikelly't3 be viewed as relatively disadvantageous. As indicated by

Pennington,36i management's efforts to drive accountability to lower,
%

2," staff functiOns in the organization may be interpreted as threatening..

As primarily non-numeric,'such artisans are likely to find evaluation

innovations as deficient in ampatibility and trallability, while

complexity of the innovation will be viewed' as high. All these

factors would indicate weak or nonexistent relation between the

communication technician role and 14:14)tion,oferluation methods.

Factor The MediaRelatiOns Role'

Table 2 displays three-itema with high factor loadings on the

media relations role factor. The three items loaded on this role

factor indicate a sketchy profile of the "journallsvinrresidence"

appioach to public relitiOn07'The practitioner with a high score.

, .onthe media relations role scale is skilled in reletiOnt*ith the,
. .

mass media'and"serves as a Condu4t.of information baCk to the

organization about mass media coverage.

Equally informative are items with negative lOadtngs on the

media relations role factor.. Informing management,. Of polling results

:(factor loading ,-.16) and auditing'communiCzition problems with

publici (factor loading -.20) would-suggest a pattefn of avoiding

evaluation activities.

Factor 4: The CoMMunicEAIOn Liaison Role

Table 2 displays three items,with heavy loadings on the communk-

cation liaison role factor.Alke,the media relations role factor,

the items provide only a sketchy outline of the underlying organiza-

tional role. While tkenledia'relationi role stresses mass mediated

14 I7



',34t
1,4,

Factor
.Loadings I tem Description:

.69

- , Table 2.

Factor Loadings of Behav !oral Indicators for
Media Relations and ,Communicat ion Liaison Roles

FACTOR 3: Media Relations Role-

.

maintain media contacts.and,place press releases

.54 I keep others In theorganizatioti.informed.of what the t
mtwiiiireport about our orgini2at ion and,' I ant issued.

".. ,

-.35 1 keep management InvolVed .1Oeveryphnso of the PR. program.

, FACTOR 4: Carrnun I cat ion Liaison Role',

Factor .

. Load ings Item Description

.45 64 represent the organ i zat ion at ...events nd meetings.. c

.40 I create opportunities for minageMent t !filar the 4ews of
various internal and; external publ ics.

.40'. When working with managers on PR, I .alternat ive
approaches for solving problems .

15
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corm nicat ion, the. conminicat Von liaison role stresses 'interpersonal

communication activities.

Furtar, the communication liaison role appip(s related to. the

problem-solving process,in an advisory caiikcity. Outlining alter-.

natives to manaVers. (factor loading ..40) couples with other '4
behavioral indicators ,to_suggest that his re le facilitates the pro-.

cess Of:decision7making and problem-solvin . However:the practi-'

tioner with-a high communication lialsonmle score doet.not'make

deiistOns:(factor loading - -.06) and is not held accountable for

succeiiorCtallures (factor loading gi -.06).

As such, practitioners. with high communication liateon scores

' differ from coMmunication managers in terms of dadisiorolmaking respon-

sibility. Whether this is a characteristic Imposed to the practitioner

by the organitat onal context or.e position actively ,sought by the

practitioner is uncertain.. However, as fin advisor to the decision-,

making and problem-solving
process, the communication liaison role

would appeat'cOnduciVe to adoption of evaluation innovations.

)h.actitioners playing the communication liaison role. would Thusly
a ',-...

percelya,relative,advantage to 'evaluation Innovations, since evalua-

ion'' and' meisur amid t'dare. key -td .sticca, sfuT :problem so;v I 38w..

tion ofataluationinnovationp would be compatible with the Orobl -

sOlving charactersitics of the role. 39

Implications of Role Score;

Factot'anaLyzing-Oroom's dataNP'r vides methodological rigor to

the present studY,because development of the measurement, scales is

conduCted on ate separate from those upon,which hYpotheses."ere tested.:. k.

JI

16
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Analytis of the Broom data yielded formu4s for calculating:each,
-ft 0

respondens score on the communication manager, Communication.

technician, media relations and comMunicatiOnlialson scales.

inherent in'R.f ctor analysis is the assumption that.each.

respondentipesSesses =ch Organizational role, to some degree. This

ass Won is not unreasonable, as pUbjic relations practitioners

1 ly performin several roles in a typical roles

to accomodate organizational
expectations and' conditions.

Methodology

Public reletions,prace'

sampled. The eighi 1

SMSA totals 1.8 min

an illego, ',Cal if 6; were
4 . .

he United States, ihe San Diego, 4

ehtS:?.*The communjty is distinguished by

its temperate, "sun .<oimate:and high cost of living. .Major.

growth' Industries include aerospace and other high-technology Indus-

tries. 'Four profeWenat organizations in San*Die46cooperatedin this

research, project; the Public Relations Society of America, the Inter=,.1 ,;...

ationAssoiciation bf Business Communicators, the iublic Relation$
V, :

Club of Diego and'Women in'Communiceitions,' Inc. S.D. Chapter). All

( ,

fair_ o gint;ations gtovided ma1117 llsts.*lof "pitches" requesting .

questionnaire completion were made at membership meetings in February 19811?* 4'
Becauie a single coMMUlty:4s'itileyed

generallzationslrom this,

study are suggest ive o f f urt h er research oPportunities.
Whilf, the decision

to survey a single community
comprehensively was dictated by larger issuet, 40

.

90

San Diego does approximate a microcosm of the national practitioner pbpula-
tiOn(. A-Comparison was made of praeitioners in the present study and BroOmIs

'national survey of public relations practitioners in 1979, using the PRSA

17
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J

membership list.
41

In the present study, practitioners worked for non-

profit organizations in greater numbers than in the national study (46%

in San Diego vs. 30% nationally). Regarding income, years of practitioner

experience, tenure at ptesent Job, media experience, age, education and

male domination, the PRSA reXpondents. in the present study closely resemble

respondents to the 1979 national PRSA survey. Because other professional

associations were included in the present study, theoverall respondent

chatacteristics differ slightly from those of the national PRSA survey.'

The present study's reipon4en
r

included more women (42% in San Diego vs.
v.

28% nationally in the 1979 PRSA survey), were younger (39 years in Saln

Diego vs. 44 nationally, on the average), earned lower annualftalaries,

($26,984 in San D ego. vs. $34,355 nationally on the average) add had

fewer years of practitioner experience ( 9 years among-San Diego respon-

dents 'vs. 14 years amonOiespondentsof the nationalPRSA study). This

underscores the common-perception of PRSA'as the "elite" professional

association 'V public relations practitioners.

'From the'four mailing lists, ,374 practitioners were identified. Of

Age, 41 were removed from the'sample.tecause
they were retired, becau

,they had moved from the area or because they were not -publ-ic relations

practitioners, despite their professional affiliation. Questionnaire

were mailed to practitioners in February; a second wave of question es
.was sent to non-respondents1R March.. A total of 169 questionnaires ere5 "0

completed and returned, a 50.7% resAnse rate.

In addition to the 24 organizational role items and 12 evaluation

methods items, respondents provided information about their educati

professional background and experience, gender, income, age Id org

zational characteristics. The role and evaluation items were measur

A

18
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using a seven-point;LIkertilype scaleira ging from "never" (1) to

"always" (7)'.

° Responses were coded in machine-readable form for computer analysis

and test of hypotheses. Study hypotheses were:
11:

h
1

: Communication manger role scores are significantly correlated
with bqth scientific and Seat-of-pants evaluation methods.

i(h
2

: Communication technician role scores .are notAignificantly
correlated with either seat-of-pants or sciehtific evaluation
methods.

h3, Media relations role scores are not significantly correlated
with either'seat-of-pants or Scientific evaluation methods.

h
4

: Communication liaison, role scores are significantly correlated
with both seat-of-pants and scientific evaluation methods. '

The following decision rule was established:

The null hYpOthesis is confirmed if its' probability of accuracy is
equal-to or greater than one chance in 100.

The null hypothesis is rejectedlf its probability of accuracy 14
less than one chance in 100.

Organizational role scores and evipation Method:and eValuatiOn\content
.

.

-scores were compUted'foreach respondent. Pearson Product-moment correla-

tion. coefficientwere computed for.each,Ofthe four organizational role

scores and the two.methods of evaluation:, 'scientific and seat-of-pants.

Findings

As Indicated in Figure 3, hypotheses h1, h2 and h4 were confirmed by

tests of significanosolthe Pearson product-moment correlations. Hypothesis

h3, on the other hand, was rejected according to the decision rule.

Communication manager role scoris are significantly and positively

correlated with both Seat-of- arts and scientific evaluation activitieso

Communication technician role.sc res are not correlated with either

19



Figure 3.
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seat-of -pants or scientific evaluation activities. fpnmunication liaison

;41ole scores are significantly and positi ly correlated withyth\saat-of-

pants and scientifil evaluation ac es. These findings are consistent
r

with the research'hypottieses and with the of role factors.

Theyar; consistent with inferences drawn from iirlr diffusion research,

concerning the relative advantage, compatibility, complexity and rail-

ability of innovations for practitioners playing certain organizational

roles.
42

's The significant, posithfe relationship between media relations role

scores and seat-of-pants/scientific-evaluation
activities is counter to

the interpretation of the organizational role factor and contradicts '4'

inferences dawn from prior diffusion research.

To understand unexpected finding, correlations- between organ)-
.

k

zational role scores /and each content component evaluation score were

examined. I

Six evaluation activity scores can be computed,*one.for each cell,

Of the pdblic relations evaluation. matrix. Then, Pearson productooment

correlation coefficients, can be computed for each organizational role

score with each evaluation content-method score. Finally, each corre-

lation coefficient can be determined to be either statistically significant

of not significant, accordYng.to the decision rule.

Figure 4 displays the results of these computations and statistical

tests. As might 'be expected, the relations'bet en communication manager

\scores, communication technician scores and c uniCation liaison scores

21
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Figure"4.
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with each of the six
content-method evaluation scores are consistent with

the research hypotheses hl, h2 and hAi: That is,.the positive:relationships:-

.between communicationalanager scores and communtcatiOnlialton scores "acre
.

tatisti/

oally slignificant, for-each Of the separate content areas ofevalup7
t on. Likewise no relationship exists

between-cOmMUnicatiOn technicianl'i - ,
,

e scores and any of the cogent- specific evaluatijactivities.

k

.With re ardtrithe media relations role scores, Figure 4 indicates

significant, positive
correlations.between each of. the seat-of-pants con-.

4

,I

tept-specific.evaluation activities.andinedia ?elailons7role scores./'--
eaunt o.the hypothesis.,, ,practitioners with high media relations role .

/Scores engage in a'number of seat-of-pants evaluation activities_in

/r---N/ messageTpreparation, message dissemination and message impact.

The relatiohihip between media relatioA'role scores and, content-

specific measures of scientific evaluation is informative. With regad,

.

.44

to evaluation in area' of 'preparation and impact, the relati nship between

media relations role scores and evaluation activities is nil Only in the

area of dissemination evaluation does a strong, positive relationship xis

between role scores and scieni.fic evaluation activities. These'sttentific

activities Jdtlude content analysis of media messages and quantification of

clip file statistics. Returning to diffusion research, such adoption of

Innovation in this-particular content area would appear consistent, in retro-

spect, With relative advantage. A practitioner playing a media relations

role, who is effective in placing news releases in the mass media, might see

quantification of these successes as helpful ammunition in feuds with others

who want to know: "What's PR done for me lately ?"

To flesh out the profile of the organizational rOleS played by public

relations practitioners, respondents were divided into ca.tegortes of dominant

.( 23
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roles. A respondent's dominant role was determined by the highest score

among,the four role scores. Because role scores'are normaltzed, this

process arttficia0y divides the sample into four roughly equal-sized

groups. This categorization is independent of the abiolute frequency of

specific activities relevant to each role score, This method does permit

development of a rough profile of practitioners for each dominant role,

Such a dominant rote-profile is diiplayed In Figure 5. Practitioners
in each of the dominant roles do not differ significantly in age, education,

years of profeSsional experience and years in theircurrent job.
49

'The

practfiloners do differ significantly in terms of organizati401 position..

Respondents were led to indicate whether they were ranked as top manage-

ment, middle management or staff. A higher percentage of communication

managers were ranked top management; a higher percentage of communication

technicians were ranked staff. These differences were statistically

significant (chi square 14.9; d.f. 01 6; p<.05).

With regard to mean income, seat-of,pants evaluation scores and-

scientific evaluation scores, communication technicians show. significantly

lower averages, when compared to the means of other dominant rolTpes.

Fu'rther, the communication technician role doet not appear to be a tran-

sitionalfrole, leading to better career opportunities and higher pay.

Communication technicians are paid about S10,000 less each year than

communication managers and Communication liaison practitioners, despite

comparable education and professional experience. A similar problem afflicts

the media relations practitioner: income is only: slightly better than that

of communication'technicians.

.24
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Comm.

Mgr.

Coma,

Tech, '

Profiles of PR igactitioners
for Each Dominant

Organizational Role Type

.1/

Yrs. Educ. Yrs, PR Yrs, at Percent In Mean Mean Seat-of
MeanIcientific

Abe Beyond H.S. Experience Current Job latMgmt.' 'WO* 'Pants Score Evaluation Score

40,4 4.6 11.4 413 32.6% $33000 4,86

37.2 4,6 77 4,4 201

0
Media

Relations

Coo,

Liaison

3

'39.2

49.8

4.8

4,4

9.2

9.7

5.1 23.3%

$21,971*

$23,360

22,4
$31,714

4.136

4,68

Lis

2173

*

2.93

3,68

.11

*Analysis of variance
Indicates these means are signficantly less than the combined meansof other dominant roles (p(.05).



Conclusions and implications for Research

Public relations practitioners perform different roles in their

organizations. Because demands oforganitational roles differ, some

organizational roles are more'llkely to adopt innovative approachesto

evaluation of public relations activities.

-/
raCommunication managers, top ranked and highly paid pctitioners,

are frequent users of both seat -of- pants, individualistic methods of

evaluation and scientific evaluation methods.

Communication liaisons, middle management advisors to senior decision

makers, are also highly paid. They are also frequent users of both scien-

tific and seat-of-pants evaluation methods.

Media relations specialists are relatively low-paid practitioners at

the middle management and staff rank: They frequently use seat-of-pants

methods of evaluation in a number of content areas. Their use of scientific

evaluation methods is confined to dissemination evaluation, principally

'clip file statistics.

Communication technicians are relatively underpaid practitioners confined

in disproportionate numbers to the rank of tower staff. Despite comparable

educationand years of professional experience, these practitioners appear

confined to the technical aspects of public relations; they implement other

.1people's decisions. Communicati,--on technicians show no systematic pattern of

svaluation activities using either seat -o pants or scientific methods. Indeed

:ombined evaluation activities in both tegories are significantly lower than

44()similar act ties by other types of practitioners.

Indeed, adoption of/innovations in evaluation appears related to success

in public relations careers. The Pearson product-moment correlation between

26
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4comeend evaluation activities is significant (sclientiflo evaluation

.314 seat-of-pants.evaluation ,31):

hiyond the scope of'this study to date is the.causal determinants

Two theoretical perspectives seem relevint.

An individual-livel cause would attribute organizational,role playing

to Personal characteristics of individual'practitioners. Some practice

tioners tend by attijide and behavioral predisposition to select for
, .

-Ives an'organiational role that seems fitting.

'On the other hand, system-level
causeuwould-ettrtbute organizational

role to situational v;glables and organizational characteristics. Sans

organizations,,by nature of environmental factors, internal organization.

and perception of the PR function, simply require the practitioner, re-

ofi6rganizational rOles

gardless of predisposition, to perform within the confines of a particular

. organizational role-.

To test rival hypotheses suggested,by individual-level and'system-

level perspectives, organizational roles need be Studied in terms of the

subjective perceptions of practitioners. All indicators of roles in the

current-study were frequencies of overt organizational behavior. What

are the subjective attitudes and beliefs about the organization, roles

Aand careers that underlie the overt behavior manifested by practitioners? :4,

Focus group studies provide one methodological elproach. Q- method and'

construction of belief system models provide another approach.

Along other lines, practitioner roles need study with regard to the

iganizational context. The objective clusters of organizational behavior

and, subjective belief systems of practitioners need to be measured along

with behaviors and perceptions of other organizational members. Analysis

of relations between practitioner choaCteristicsand characteristics of

the surrounding organization seems appropriate.
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